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affect light absorption in
photoelectrodes for solar water splitting?

Abhinav Bhanawat, a Keyong Zhub and Laurent Pilon *a

This paper aims to systematically investigate the effect of gas bubble formation on the performance of

a horizontal photoelectrode exposed to normally incident light during photoelectrochemical water

splitting. The presence of hydrogen or oxygen gas bubbles increases the back-scattering losses from the

photoelectrode, thereby decreasing the photocurrent density generated. To quantify these optical

losses, the normal-hemispherical reflectance of a Si photoelectrode covered with non-absorbing cap-

shaped gas bubbles was predicted using the Monte Carlo ray-tracing method. For the first time, results

are reported for both monodisperse and polydisperse bubbles with diameter ranging between 0.25 and

1.75 mm, projected surface area coverage varying between 0 and 78.5%, and contact angle ranging

between 0� and 180�. The normal-hemispherical reflectance of the photoelectrode was found to be

independent of the bubble diameter, and spatial and size distribution for any given projected surface

area coverage. However, it varied significantly with the bubble contact angle due to total internal

reflection at the electrolyte/bubble interface. The normal-hemispherical reflectance also increased with

increasing projected surface area coverage thereby reducing the photon flux absorbed in the

photoelectrode. In fact, the photons were absorbed mostly outside the bubble projection where they

were preferentially scattered by the bubbles. The area-averaged absorptance in a bubble-covered Si

photoelectrode reduced by up to 18% compared with a bare photoelectrode. The results presented in

this study indicate that the performance of large photoelectrodes can be improved by using hydrophilic

photoelectrodes or coatings.
1. Introduction

Photoelectrochemistry is one of the most promising technolo-
gies to drive redox reactions using solar radiation.1 Upon
absorbing photons from sunlight, photoactive semiconductors
generate electron–hole pairs that can directly participate in
redox reactions. One of the most common applications of
photoelectrochemistry consists of generating hydrogen (H2) gas
via photoelectrochemical water splitting. This technology has
gained signicant attention in recent years in light of depleting
fossil fuels and in the quest for cleaner alternative fuels and
energy carriers to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to
mitigate global climate change.2,3

Photoelectrochemical water splitting is usually achieved by
three pathways: photocatalysis (PC), photoelectrochemical cell
(PEC cell), and photovoltaic-driven electrocatalysis (PV-EC).4

Among these three technologies, PEC cell technology has been
identied as the most scalable and economically viable for
producing substantial amounts of H2 gas for commercial
applications.4–6 In fact, the US Department of Energy has set the
epartment, University of California, Los

du

ience and Engineering, Beijing, China

of Chemistry 2022
ultimate target of achieving 25% solar-to-hydrogen (STH) effi-
ciency using concentrated illumination to bring down the cost
of H2 gas generated using PEC cell technology.7 Such high
efficiency requires generating a high photocurrent density in
the PEC cell.

A typical PEC cell for solar water splitting consists of
a photoelectrode, a counter electrode, and a reference elec-
trode in a three-electrode conguration, all immersed in an
aqueous electrolyte.8,9 The photoelectrode is exposed to a ux
of photons with energy larger than the band gap of the semi-
conductor photoelectrode material. Absorption of these
photons results in redox reactions at the photoelectrode/
electrolyte interface and in the release of gaseous products.
The photoelectrode is usually made of PV grade materials such
as Si and GaAs, or metal oxides including TiO2 and BiVO4, and
may be used as either anode or cathode.4 When used as
a cathode, H2 gas is released at its surface, while O2 gas is
released at the anode unexposed to light. These gases are
released in the form of bubbles at nucleation sites on the
surface of the electrodes.10 The gas bubbles usually remain
attached to the electrode surface until they grow sufficiently
large for buoyancy to overcome surface tension forces. Then,
bubbles detach, rise through the electrolyte, and burst at the
electrolyte free surface. Fig. 1 presents photographs of typical
Sustainable Energy Fuels
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Fig. 1 (a) Hydrogen gas bubbles obstructing the incident light on
a horizontal Si photoelectrode immersed in an aqueous electrolyte
(reprinted with permission from ref. 11. Copyright © 2017 American
Chemical Society). (b) Hydrogen gas bubbles generated on a vertical Pt
photoelectrode immersed in an aqueous electrolyte (reprinted from
ref. 12, Copyright © 2019 with permission from Elsevier).
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bubble-covered Si or Pt photocathodes in (a) horizontal11 or (b)
vertical orientations12 showing signicant fraction of the
photoelectrode area covered with bubbles. Fig. 1(a) also indi-
cates that the bubbles are approximately spherical cap-shaped
for horizontal orientation.

The bubbles present on the surface of a gas-evolving elec-
trode can lead to kinetic and ohmic losses, which have been
extensively studied.13–15 In brief, the presence of bubbles on the
photoelectrode surface reduces the electrochemically active
surface area and increases the kinetic overpotential necessary to
drive the redox reactions.10,16 The bubbles also present addi-
tional resistance to the ow of current between the electrodes
through the electrolyte, thereby increasing the ohmic over-
potential for the reaction.10

In photoelectrochemistry, the presence of bubbles is also
responsible for optical losses. Indeed, the generated gas
bubbles reduce the photon ux reaching the photoelectrode.17,18

The curvature of bubbles and the refractive index mismatch at
the electrolyte/bubble interface can lead to reection, refrac-
tion, and total internal reection causing back-scattering of
incident photons and signicant redistribution of the incident
light intensity on the photoelectrode surface.11,12 These optical
effects reduce the photocurrent density generated in the pho-
toelectrode, and ultimately, the efficiency of a photo-
electrochemical (PEC) cell. The latter is of utmost importance
for the commercial viability and large-scale deployment of this
technology.

This study aims to quantify systematically the optical losses
and to estimate the change in the local and area-averaged light
absorptance caused by the presence of cap-shaped gas bubbles
evolving on the photoelectrode surface. The parameters
systematically investigated included the bubble diameter, size
distribution, contact angle, and projected surface area coverage.
The light absorption by a bare photoelectrode without bubbles
served as a reference. The results provide guidelines for
selecting materials and coatings so as to minimize optical los-
ses due to the inevitable presence of bubbles on large-scale
photoelectrodes.
Sustainable Energy Fuels
2. Background

Very few studies have analyzed the optical effects of bubbles on
the performance of vertical or horizontal photo-
electrodes.2,11,12,19,20 Holmes-Gentle et al.19 conducted experi-
ments to study the optical losses due to a rising plume of O2 gas
bubbles evolving from a transparent vertical electrode consist-
ing of a glass slide of surface area 15 � 15 mm2 coated with
uorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) and immersed in an aqueous
solution of 1 M NaOH. Collimated light was incident normally
onto the electrode surface and its normal-hemispherical
transmittance was recorded in the presence of bubbles using
an integrating sphere. Then, the optical losses due to back-
scattering from the bubble-covered electrode were calculated
using the recorded transmittance since the electrode and elec-
trolyte were non-absorbing. The average diameter of bubbles in
the plume was about 45 mm. Optical losses up to 5% were re-
ported due to scattering by the bubbles. Some of the strategies
proposed to mitigate scattering losses included evolving fewer
but larger bubbles and removing bubbles faster by owing the
electrolyte.

Njoka et al.12 characterized the behavior of O2 and H2 gas
bubbles on the surface of vertically-oriented Pt photoelectrodes
by capturing macroscopic images to understand their effect on
the performance of a tandem photoelectrochemical cell subject
to normally incident radiation. The authors observed that H2

bubbles tended to grow independently from one another,
remained attached to the photoelectrode, and accumulated at
its surface for longer periods of time compared to O2 bubbles
which tended to coalesce and rise rapidly. They reported that
the size of bubbles on photoelectrodes was much larger than
that on electrodes because of lower photocurrent densities in
the photoelectrodes, with average departure diameter of H2

bubbles about 1.7 mmwhile that of O2 bubbles about 1.4 mm at
photocurrent density of 9.6 mA cm�2. Unfortunately, the bubble
contact angle and surface area coverage were not reported.
Overall, they estimated about 5% loss in the photocurrent
density due to the presence of bubbles in a tandem photo-
electrochemical cell.

Dor et al.11 studied experimentally the losses in photocur-
rent density and external quantum efficiency (EQE) due to
a single H2 bubble attached to the surface of an upward-facing
horizontal Si photocathode immersed in 0.5 M H2SO4 aqueous
electrolyte. The bubble diameter varied from 200 mm to 2 mm
while the contact angle of the bubble was either 20� or 50�. The
authors used scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM)
producing line scans of a normally incident laser beam of
wavelength 532 nm over the bubble to determine experimen-
tally the local variation of photocurrent density and EQE as
compared to that of a Si photoelectrode without bubbles. Then,
the experimental results were explained using predictions from
a simple optical model based on Snell's law and accounting for
bubble curvature but ignoring multiple reections. The reduc-
tion in the photocurrent density caused by the presence of
a bubble of diameter D ¼ 1 mm reached up to 23%.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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More recently, Kempler et al.20 presented experimental
measurements and ray-tracing simulations for the optical and
electrochemical effects of H2 bubbles attached to the surface of
upward-facing horizontal 1 � 1 cm2 Si photoelectrodes exposed
to unpolarized monochromatic light (l ¼ 630 nm). They
established experimentally that the photocurrent density
decreased by up to 10% compared to that in a bare Si photo-
electrode when a large fraction of the photoelectrode surface
was covered with bubbles and not in direct contact with the
electrolyte. Ray-tracing simulations were performed, generating
line-scans of photocurrent density for a single bubble and a few
equally-spaced monodisperse bubbles for a limited number of
bubble contact angles (qc ¼ 20�, 60�, and 90�) and contact
surface area coverages (fS ¼ 0 to 60%). Smaller bubbles were
reported to cause smaller losses in photocurrent density as
compared to larger bubbles for the same contact surface area
coverage fS. This was attributed to totally internally reected
rays from larger bubbles being redirected away from the pho-
toelectrode surface. However, line-scan results do not fully
capture the envisioned outdoor operation of photo-
electrochemical cells where the entire photoelectrode surface
and the numerous polydisperse bubbles are irradiated
simultaneously.

Most previous studies investigated experimentally the effect
of bubbles on the performance of photoelectrodes. They sup-
ported their experimental observations with relatively simple
ray-tracing simulations considering a single bubble or a few
monodisperse bubbles. However, Fig. 1 shows that in reality,
numerous polydisperse bubbles are present on the photo-
electrode surface. In addition, discussion of the effect of bubble
contact angle on the optical losses was limited to a small range
of contact angles. Indeed, the presence of micro- and nano-
structures on the photoelectrode surface can change its wetta-
bility and thus the bubble contact angle.21 In addition, the
bubble contact angle may change due to photoinduced hydro-
philicity22 andMarangoni effects due to concentration gradients
at the electrolyte/bubble interface.23 Moreover, for generating
sufficient H2 gas to make the technology commercially viable,
the photoelectrode should ideally be of a very large area,20

whereas the photoelectrode areas simulated in most previous
studies were at most cm-scale to match the electrode size used
in their experiments.

This study aims to comprehensively investigate the optical
losses caused by the presence of bubbles on horizontal photo-
electrodes immersed in an aqueous electrolyte and exposed to
normally incident monochromatic radiation. Monte Carlo ray-
tracing method was utilized to predict the local and area-
averaged absorptance in the photoelectrode. The simulations
faithfully accounted for the interaction of the incident light on
an innitely large photoelectrode surface covered with either
ordered or randomly distributed, monodisperse or polydisperse
non-absorbing cap-shaped bubbles with a wide range of bubble
diameters, contact angles, and projected surface area coverages.
The spatial variations of the absorptance and its area-averaged
value were systematically compared with those for the reference
case of a bare photoelectrode immersed in electrolyte but
without bubbles.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
3. Analysis
3.1. Problem statement

Let us consider a square upward-facing horizontal Si photo-
electrode of length L and thickness H immersed in an electro-
lyte and partially covered with a gas bubble of diameter D,
contact angle qc, and projected diameter dp such that dp ¼ D for
0� # qc < 90� and dp ¼ D sin(180� � qc) for 90� # qc < 180�. The
bubble/photoelectrode contact circle has a diameter dc such
that dc ¼ dp sin qc for qc # 90�, and dc ¼ dp for qc > 90�. The
bubble projected surface area coverage fA represents the frac-
tion of the photoelectrode surface area covered with bubbles, as
encountered by the normally incident photons. We also dene
the contact surface area coverage fS as the fraction of the pho-
toelectrode surface area covered by the bubble/photoelectrode
interface. For a single bubble of contact angle qc and pro-
jected diameter dp covering the photoelectrode surface area L �
L, fA ¼ pdp

2/4L2 and fS ¼ pdc
2/4L2. The opaque photoelectrode,

of refractive and absorption indices np and kp respectively, is
immersed in a non-absorbing aqueous electrolyte and is sub-
jected to collimated and normally incident radiation of wave-
length l. Fig. 2(a) shows the side view of the three-dimensional
(3D) computational domain considered in the Monte Carlo ray-
tracing simulations. It also shows the diameter dt of the circle
outside which total internal reection occurs at the electrolyte/
bubble interface.

3.2. Assumptions

To make the problem mathematically trackable, the following
assumptions were made: (1) gas bubbles were cap-shaped. (2)
Gas bubbles had a constant volume, constant contact angle,
and were pinned (no sliding) to the surface of the photo-
electrode. (3) Bubbles and electrolyte were non-absorbing with
constant refractive indices denoted by nb and ne, respectively.
(4) All surfaces were optically smooth so that specular reection
and refraction occurred at all interfaces according to Snell's law
and Fresnel's equations. (5) Dimensions of the photoelectrode
and of the bubbles were much larger than the wavelength l of
the incident radiation so that geometric optics was valid and
wave effects could be neglected. (6) The photoelectrode was
opaque so that all the photons entering it were absorbed. (7)
Photoinduced hydrophilicity effects were neglected.

3.3. Monte Carlo ray-tracing method

The Monte Carlo ray-tracing method24,25 was utilized to predict
the normal-hemispherical reectance Rnh and the local
absorptance in an opaque photoelectrode immersed in a non-
absorbing electrolyte and supporting gas bubbles on its top
and subjected to normally incident monochromatic radiation. A
step-by-step explanation of the computational procedure was
given in our previous studies involving light transfer through
a window supporting droplets on its front or back side.26,27

Monodisperse or polydisperse cap-shaped bubbles were gener-
ated and Snell's law and Fresnel coefficients were calculated at
the electrolyte/bubble, bubble/photoelectrode, and electrolyte/
photoelectrode interfaces by using a similar methodology as
Sustainable Energy Fuels
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Fig. 2 (a) 2D cross-section of the 3D computational domain considered in Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulations for an infinite photoelectrode
covered with monodisperse bubbles. Scattered photons reaching the sides of the system re-enter from the other side at the same height and
travel in the same direction. (b) Photoelectrode surface discretized intoM � M bins for computing the spatial variation of the local absorptance.
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that used in our previous studies.26,27 Fig. 2(a) illustrates the
working of periodic boundary conditions such that photons
reaching the sides of the computational domain re-enter from
the opposite side at the same height and in the same direction.
Such boundary conditions enable us to quantify the optical
losses due to back-scattering of the incident photons by an
innitely large photoelectrode surface covered with bubbles.
These losses can be characterized by the normal-hemispherical
reectance Rnh of the bubble-covered photoelectrode, as dis-
cussed in the next section. In addition, the performance of the
photoelectrode can be compared with and without bubbles
based on the local and area-averaged absorptance.
3.4. Modeling

Dor et al.11 presented the following expression for the area-
averaged photocurrent density �Jph (in A m�2) generated in the
photoelectrode immersed in an absorbing electrolyte

Jph ¼ qIQE
I

ðhc=lÞ ð1� Rnh � Ae � TnhÞ: (1)

Here, q is the charge of an electron (q ¼ 1.60 � 10�19 C), IQE is
the internal quantum efficiency of the photoelectrode, I is the
intensity of the incident radiation (in W m�2), h is the Planck's
constant (m2 kg s�1), c is the speed of light in vacuum (inm s�1),
l is the wavelength of the incident radiation (in m), Ae is the
fraction of the incident radiation lost due to absorption in the
electrolyte before reaching the photoelectrode, and Rnh and Tnh
are the normal-hemispherical reectance and transmittance of
the photoelectrode immersed in the electrolyte with or without
Sustainable Energy Fuels
bubbles. However, eqn (1) seems erroneous. Indeed, for an
absorbing electrolyte, the intensity of the radiation reaching the
photoelectrode surface is I(1 � Ae), a fraction of which is re-
ected or transmitted by the photoelectrode and is not con-
verted into charge carriers in the photoelectrode. Therefore, the
area-averaged photocurrent density �Jph when the electrolyte
is partially absorbing the incident radiation should be
expressed as

Jph ¼ qIQE
I

ðhc=lÞ ð1� AeÞ ð1� Rnh � TnhÞ: (2)

In addition, this expression assumes that the internal
quantum efficiency IQE is the same at the bubble/
photoelectrode interface and at the electrolyte/photoelectrode
interface. However, among all the photons absorbed by the
photoelectrode, those absorbed inside the bubble contact
surface area may not all contribute to the photocurrent due to
the absence of semiconductor–liquid junction where band-
bending helps separate the generated charge carriers.

In the present study, the electrolyte is non-absorbing and the
photoelectrode is opaque so that Ae ¼ 0 and Tnh ¼ 0. Therefore,
optical losses were only caused by back-scattering at various
interfaces and quantied by the normal-hemispherical reec-
tance Rnh of the bubble-covered photoelectrode. An area-
averaged absorptance �A of the photoelectrode can be dened as

�A ¼ 1 � Rnh ¼ Na/Ni, (3)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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where Ni is the number of incident photons at wavelength l and
Na is the number of photons absorbed in the photoelectrode.
The absorptance for a photoelectrode without bubbles, with all
other conditions remaining the same, is uniform over the
photoelectrode surface, i.e., �A ¼ A0 which can be written as

A0 ¼ 1 � Rnh,0 ¼ Na,0/Ni, (4)

where Na,0 is the number of photons absorbed and Rnh,0 is the
normal-hemispherical reectance of the photoelectrode
immersed in the electrolyte given by24,25

Rnh;0 ¼
�
np � ne

�2 þ kp
2

�
np þ ne

�2 þ kp
2
; (5)

Here, np and ne are, respectively, the refractive indices of the
photoelectrode and the transparent electrolyte while kp is the
absorption index of the photoelectrode. The area-averaged
absorptance normalized by the absorptance of the bare photo-
electrode A0, can be used to assess the optical losses caused by
the presence of bubbles and dened as

�A/A0 ¼ (1 � Rnh)/(1 � Rnh,0). (6)

Eqn (6) indicates that the normalized area-averaged
absorptance depends only on the normal-hemispherical
reectance Rnh of the photoelectrode.

Moreover, the presence of bubbles causes spatial variations
in the photon ux absorbed in the photoelectrode. To deter-
mine the local absorptance, the photoelectrode surface was
discretized into M � M square bins, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b).
The location of each bin was identied by the (x,y) coordinates
of its center, with the center of the photoelectrode surface
serving as the origin (0,0). By analogy with eqn (3), the
local absorptance A(x,y) in the bin at location (x,y) can be
expressed as

A(x,y) ¼ Na(x,y)/Ni, (7)

where Na(x,y) is the number of photons locally absorbed in the
bin located at (x,y). The number Na(x,y) varied spatially from
one bin to another due to redistribution of the incident radia-
tion on the photoelectrode surface owing to scattering by the
bubbles, and because of difference in the reectances of the
electrolyte/photoelectrode and bubble/photoelectrode inter-
faces. In the absence of bubbles, the number of photons
absorbed is the same in all bins and equal to Na,0 ¼ Ni(1 �
Rnh,0). Then, the normalized local absorptance A(x,y)/A0 ¼
Na(x,y)/Na,0 represents the factor by which the local photon
absorption is affected by the presence of bubbles.
3.5. Closure laws

All simulations were performed using normally incident
monochromatic radiation at wavelength l ¼ 630 nm. This
wavelength was chosen because scaled-up photo-
electrochemical water splitting systems are envisioned to be
driven by visible light.4 The refractive index of the aqueous
electrolyte solution was assumed to be that of water in the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
visible, i.e., ne ¼ 1.33.20 Similarly, the refractive index of non-
absorbing gas bubbles (H2 or O2) was assumed to be the same
as that of vacuum, i.e., nb¼ 1.0.20 In this study, crystalline Si was
considered as the photoelectrode because of its relatively low
bandgap, low cost, and abundance.4 Its refractive and absorp-
tion indices at l ¼ 630 nm were taken as np ¼ 3.88 and kp ¼
0.016.28

The bubble diameter D was varied between 0.25 and
1.75 mm based on experimental results reported in ref. 11. The
projected surface area coverage fA was varied between 0 and
78.5% (i.e., p/4) corresponding to the maximum possible value
for monodisperse bubbles attached to the surface of a square
photoelectrode. The contact angle qc was varied between 0� and
180� in increments of 15� to gain insights into the effects of
surface wettability. For polydisperse bubbles, a normal distri-
bution f(D) of bubble diameter was assumed with a mean value
of �D ¼ 1 mm and standard deviation s ¼ 0.25 mm, and the
length of the square photoelectrode was L ¼ 10 mm with peri-
odic boundary conditions. For monodisperse bubbles, different
bubble diameters D¼ 0.5, 1, or 1.5 mmwere considered and the
photoelectrode length L was adjusted to achieve the desired
value of projected surface area coverage fA. In order to predict
the normalized local absorptance A(x,y)/A0 with a good spatial
resolution at reasonable computational time, the length of the
square photoelectrode was taken as L ¼ 1 mm, and the photo-
electrode surface was divided into M � M bins, with M ¼ 101.
Thus, all the bins were square and approximately 10 mm in
length. Normalized local absorptance maps were generated for
a single bubble with periodic boundary conditions to simulate
monodisperse bubbles. Here, the diameter of the bubble was
varied to achieve the desired projected surface area coverage.
Finally, all the results reported correspond to a total number of
incident photons Ni ¼ 107 necessary to achieve numerical
convergence.
4. Results and discussion

This section presents the effects of (1) bubble diameter D, (2)
bubble size distribution f(D), (3) contact angle qc, and (4) pro-
jected surface area coverage fA on the normal-hemispherical
reectance Rnh and on the local A(x,y) and area-averaged �A
absorptance of a horizontal Si photoelectrode covered with H2

or O2 bubbles.
4.1. Normal-hemispherical reectance

4.1.1. Effect of bubble diameter, polydispersity, and spatial
distribution. Fig. 3(a) plots the normal-hemispherical reec-
tance Rnh as a function of contact angle qc for monodisperse
bubbles with projected surface area coverage fA equal to 40% or
78.5% and diameter D equal to 0.5, 1.0, or 1.5 mm. Here, the
length of the photoelectrode L was adjusted to achieve the
desired projected surface area coverage fA. It is evident that the
bubble diameter D had no effect on the normal-hemispherical
reectance Rnh for any given projected surface area coverage
fA and bubble contact angle qc. In fact, the reectance Rnh

increased systematically with increasing projected surface area
Sustainable Energy Fuels
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Fig. 3 (a) Normal-hemispherical reflectance Rnh of a photoelectrode
covered with bubbles as a function of contact angle qc for (a) ordered
monodisperse bubbles with different diameter D and projected
surface area coverage fA ¼ 40% or 78.5%; (b) ordered monodisperse
bubbles and randomly distributed polydisperse bubbles with normal
distribution withD�¼ 1 mm and s¼ 0.25mm for projected surface area
coverage fA ¼ 20%, 40%, or 60%.

Fig. 4 Normal-hemispherical reflectance Rnh as a function of contact
angle qc for different projected surface area coverage fA. The reflec-
tance Rnh of a bare Si photoelectrode (i.e., fA ¼ 0%) immersed in
electrolyte, and that of an Si photoelectrode coveredwith a 1mm thick
gas film (i.e., fA ¼ 100%) immersed in electrolyte are also shown as
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coverage fA for any given contact angle qc. However, the bubble
contact angle qc had a more complex effect on Rnh, as discussed
later in this study.

Fig. 3(b) compares the normal-hemispherical reectance Rnh
of a photoelectrode surface covered with either ordered mono-
disperse bubbles (diameter D ¼ 1 mm) or randomly distributed
polydisperse bubbles (normal size distribution with �D ¼ 1 mm
and s ¼ 0.25 mm) as a function of bubble contact angle qc for
projected surface area coverage fA equals to 20%, 40%, and 60%.
Sustainable Energy Fuels
The photoelectrode length L was equal to 10 mm. Fig. 3(b)
establishes that the bubble size distribution and their spatial
distribution did not have any signicant effect on Rnh for given
values of projected surface area coverage fA and contact angle qc.
Similar trends were obtained for non-absorbing droplets on
a transparent window.26,27

Overall, Fig. 3 establishes that for a non-absorbing electro-
lyte, the bubble diameter D and size distribution f(D) had no
effect on the normal-hemispherical reectance Rnh of the pho-
toelectrode. Instead, Rnh was only dependent on the bubble
contact angle qc and projected surface area coverage fA, i.e., Rnh
¼ Rnh(fA, qc).

4.1.2. Effect of bubble contact angle qc. Fig. 4 presents the
normal-hemispherical reectance Rnh as a function of bubble
contact angle qc for projected surface area coverage fA ranging
from 0% to 78.5%. The reectance Rnh of a bare Si photo-
electrode (i.e., fA ¼ 0%) immersed in electrolyte and that of a Si
photoelectrode covered with a 1 mm thick gas lm (i.e., fA ¼
100%) sandwiched between the photoelectrode and the elec-
trolyte are also shown as references. Here again, it is evident
that the reectance Rnh increased with increasing projected
surface coverage fA for any given contact angle qc due to back-
scattering caused by various interfaces. Even though the inci-
dent radiation was normal to the photoelectrode surface, the
angle of incidence qi at the electrolyte/bubble interface –

dened from the outward normal to the bubble surface [see
Fig. 2(a)] – varied due to the bubble curvature. In fact, it varied
between 0� and 90� for qc # 90� and between 0� and 180� � qc,
for qc > 90�. According to Snell's law, total internal reection
references.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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occurs when the angle of incidence qi is such that qi > sin�1(nb/
ne) where nb and ne are the refractive indices of the gas and the
electrolyte, respectively. Since the range of qi depends on the
bubble contact angle qc, total internal reection occurred when
qc was smaller than the critical angle for total internal reection
given by

qcr ¼ 180� � sin�1(nb/ne) ¼ 131.2�. (8)

In particular, for qc > qcr, no incident photon was internally
reected at the electrolyte/bubble interface. Thus, for a given
projected surface area coverage fA, three distinct optical regimes
can be identied, namely (a) Regime 1 corresponding to contact
angles 0� # qc < 90�, (b) Regime 2 with 90� # qc < qcr, and (c)
Regime 3 such that qc $ qcr, as illustrated by the ray-tracing
diagrams of Fig. 5.

Regime 1, 0� # qc < 90�. As qc increased from 0� to 90� for
a given projected surface area coverage, the contact surface area
coverage fS (¼ pdc

2/4L2) increased. Therefore, more incident
rays reached the bubble/photoelectrode interface rather than
the electrolyte/photoelectrode interface and were more likely to
get reected back due to the large refractive index mismatch.
Therefore, in Regime 1, the normal-hemispherical reectance
Rnh increased with increasing contact angle qc. Also, since qc <
qcr, some of the photons were totally internally reected at the
electrolyte/bubble interface and contributed to the reectance
Rnh. However, their contribution did not change signicantly
with qc since the annular region between diameters dt and dp
inside which total internal reection occurred remained
unchanged in this regime and most of the internally reected
photons were scattered forward [see Fig. 5(a)] and eventually
reached the surface of the photoelectrode regardless of the
contact angle.
Fig. 5 Schematic illustrating the change in the contributions from contac
normal hemispherical reflectance Rnh based on the contact angle qc in (

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
Regime 2, 90� # qc < qcr. In Regime 2, the contact surface area
coverage fS was equal to the projected surface area coverage fA
since dc ¼ dp. However, for a given value of fA, the annular
region between diameters dt and dp, in which total internal
reection occurred, decreased as the contact angle qc increased
due to increase in dt up to dt¼ dp at contact angle qc¼ qcr. Then,
fewer photons were totally internally reected as compared to
Regime 1 and more of them were refracted across the bubble/
electrolyte interface towards the bubble/photoelectrode inter-
face. Therefore, the contribution of total internal reection to
the reectance Rnh decreased while that of reection at the
bubble/photoelectrode interface increased with increasing
contact angle. Thus, the reectance Rnh increased slightly with
increasing contact angle up to qc ¼ 120� and then decreased
beyond due to negligible contribution from total internal
reection.

Regime 3, qc $ qcr. In Regime 3 also, dc ¼ dp and fS ¼ fA but
total internal reection did not occur at the electrolyte/bubble
interface since qc > qcr [see Fig. 5]. Therefore, the normal-
hemispherical reectance Rnh was only due to contribution
from reection at the bubble/photoelectrode or electrolyte/
photoelectrode interfaces. Thus, Rnh dropped off at qc z qcr,
and remained nearly constant beyond, since the contact surface
area coverage fS was constant for a given fA and the number of
photons encountering the bubble/photoelectrode interface
remained unchanged with increasing contact angle.

Finally, it is interesting to note that for all projected surface
area coverages fA considered, the magnitude of the normal-
hemispherical reectance Rnh at contact angle qc ¼
0� (Regime 1) – when total internal reection dominated – was
smaller than that at qc ¼ 165� (Regime 3) when reection at the
bubble/photoelectrode interface dominated. These limiting
cases illustrate the interplay between total internal reection at
the electrolyte/bubble interface and reection at the bubble/
t surface area coverage (¼pdc
2/4L2) and total internal reflection to the

a) Regime 1, (b) Regime 2, and (c) Regime 3 identified in Fig. 4.

Sustainable Energy Fuels
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photoelectrode interface for a horizontal photoelectrode under
normal incidence.

4.1.3. Effect of bubble projected surface area coverage fA.
Fig. 6(a) plots the normal-hemispherical reectance Rnh as
a function of projected surface area coverage fA for contact
angles qc equal to 30�, 60�, 120�, and 150� corresponding to the
optical Regimes 1, 2, and 3 described previously. The gure also
shows the reectance Rnh,0 of a bare photoelectrode immersed
in the electrolyte [eqn (5)] and the reectance Rnh,gf of the
photoelectrode in contact with a non-absorbing gas lm with
the same thickness as the bubble diameter and given by24,25

Rnh;gf ¼ reb þ
rbpð1� rebÞ2
1� rebrbp

; (9)

where rij is the reectance at the optically smooth interface
between media i and j under normal incidence, given by24,25

rij ¼
�
ni � nj

�2 þ �
ki � kj

�2
�
ni þ nj

�2 þ �
ki þ kj

�2 ; (10)

where ni and nj are respectively the refractive indices of media i
and j, while ki and kj are their absorption indices, respectively.
The subscripts e, b and p refer to the electrolyte, the bubble, and
the photoelectrode, respectively.

In Regimes 1 and 2, Rnh increased non-linearly with fA while
in Regime 3, it increased linearly. This can be explained by
analyzing the respective contributions of total internal reec-
tion at the electrolyte/bubble interface and reection at the
bubble/photoelectrode interface to the total optical losses.
Fig. 6 (a) Normal-hemispherical reflectance Rnh as a function of projecte
2, and 3. The reflectance Rnh of a bare Si photoelectrode (i.e., fA ¼ 0%)
covered with a gas film (i.e., fA ¼ 100%) and immersed in electrolyte are
internal reflection losses as fA increased.

Sustainable Energy Fuels
Fig. 6(b) schematically compares the illumination over a pho-
toelectrode covered with bubble having small or large projected
surface area coverage fA for the same bubble contact angle qc in
Regime 1 or 2. It illustrates that the losses due to total internal
reection increased with increasing projected surface area
coverage fA. In fact, at low projected surface area coverage fA,
many photons eventually reached the photoelectrode surface
aer total internal reection. By contrast, for large projected
surface area coverage fA, many photons were back-scattered
upon total internal reection at the electrolyte/bubble inter-
face. The losses further increased with increasing fA since the
contact surface area coverage fS increased and more rays
encountered the bubble/photoelectrode interface rather than
the electrolyte/photoelectrode interface. Therefore, in Regimes
1 and 2, the normal-hemispherical reectance Rnh increased
non-linearly with projected surface area coverage fA. Note that
for a projected surface area coverage fA ¼ 78.5%, the normal-
hemispherical reectance Rnh in Regime 2 even surpassed
that of a gas lm corresponding to fA ¼ 100%. This can be
attributed to the additional back-scattering losses from total
internal reection arising from the bubbles' curvatures.

On the other hand, in Regime 3 for contact angles qc $ qcr,
total internal reection was absent and Rnh could be approxi-
mated as the weighted sum of the reectances (i) Rnh,0 of the
photoelectrode in contact with the electrolyte [eqn (5)] and (ii)
Rnh,gf of the electrode covered with a gas lm [eqn (9)], i.e.,

Rnh ¼ Rnh,0(1 � fA) + Rnh,gffA. (11)
d surface area coverage fA for different contact angles qc in Regimes 1,
immersed in electrolyte and that for an Si photoelectrode completely
also shown. (b) Ray-tracing diagrams showing an increase in the total

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 6(a) establishes that in Regime 3, predictions of the
reectance Rnh by eqn (11) were in excellent agreement with
results from Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulations.

All the results correspond to situations when bubbles were
attached to the surface of the photoelectrode and no bubbles
were present in the volume of the electrolyte above the photo-
electrode surface. In practice, this situation corresponds to the
onset of the photoelectrochemistry and bubble nucleation. At
later times, bubbles may be present in the electrolyte volume
and may increase the back-scattering losses and affect the
direction of rays incident on the photoelectrode surface covered
with bubbles. On the other hand, some of the reected radia-
tion from the bubble-covered photoelectrode surface may also
be back-scattered towards the photoelectrode aer interaction
with the bubbles in the volume. Note, however, that large
bubbles in the non-absorbing electrolyte scatter visible light
mostly in the forward direction.24,29 The overall effect of bubbles
in the electrolyte is complicated and its investigation falls
beyond the scope of this study.

The results for the normal-hemispherical reectance Rnh can
be used to compare the optical losses in a photoelectrode with
and without bubbles quantied by the normalized area-
averaged absorptance. On the other hand, more detailed
simulations are necessary for predicting the normalized local
absorptance as discussed in the following sections.
Fig. 7 Normalized area-averaged absorptance �A/A0 as a function of
(a) the bubble contact angle qc for different projected surface area
coverages and (b) the projected surface area coverage fA for different
bubble contact angles corresponding to Regimes 1 to 3.
4.2. Normalized area-averaged absorptance �A/A0

Fig. 7(a) presents the normalized area-averaged absorptance
�A/A0 [eqn (6)] as a function of bubble contact angle qc for
different projected surface area coverage fA. It indicates that the
optical losses caused by the presence of bubbles can be as high
as 18% for fA ¼ 78.5% and qc ¼ 120�. Fig. 7(a) also establishes
that the losses were the smallest for qc¼ 0� for any given surface
area coverage fA. In fact, for contact angle qc up to 30�, the
optical losses were less than 10% for any considered value of fA.
Therefore, hydrophilic surfaces should be used to minimize the
losses due to back-scattering by the bubbles. For silicon,
hydroxyl-terminated Si surfaces have a high wettability, which
decreases the bubble contact angle qc and decreases the contact
surface area coverage fS.20 The wettability of photoelectrodes can
also be controlled by micro/nanostructuring their surfaces.20

Fig. 7(b) plots the normalized area-averaged absorptance
�A/A0 as a function of the projected surface area coverage fA for
different contact angles qc corresponding to the three different
optical Regimes 1 to 3 previously identied. It indicates that
optical losses increased with increasing fA for all values of qc
considered. In addition, the kinetic and ohmic losses also
increase with increasing projected area coverage since the
bubble contact surface area coverage increases.10 The kinetic
and ohmic losses are usually estimated in terms of their
respective activation and ohmic overpotentials.10 Typically, the
kinetic losses dominate over the ohmic losses at low current
densities while the opposite prevails for high current densi-
ties.10 For photoelectrochemical applications, the current
densities are usually relatively small and therefore, the ohmic
losses are negligible compared with kinetic losses.11 The kinetic
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
losses are estimated to be between 0 and 2% for bubble contact
surface area coverages fS up to 40%.16 Increasing the contact
surface area coverage also decreases the photoelectrode surface
exposed to the electrolyte and available for the redox reactions.
Due to this loss of semiconductor–liquid junction, some of the
generated charge carriers directly below the bubble contact
surface area may not contribute to the photocurrent. Overall,
the photoelectrode performance can be improved by reducing
the bubble coverage by facilitating the early departure of
Sustainable Energy Fuels
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bubbles from the surface with the help of convection in the
electrolyte or the use of surfactants.10,19,30,31

The results presented in this study show good qualitative
agreement with experiments reported in the literature.11,20 First,
Kempler et al.20 estimated around 10% loss in the photocurrent
density due to substantial gas coverage on the photoelectrode
surface with bubble advancing contact angle > 70�. These
results agree well with the optical loss predictions from our
simulations for bubbles with projected surface area coverage fA
¼ 60% and the contact angle qc ¼ 75� at the same wavelength of
incident radiation. Second, the benets of using hydrophilic
coatings on the surface of the photoelectrode as previously
discussed are substantiated by the experimental results from
Kempler et al.20 On the other hand, our predictions differ from
the experimental results by Dor et al.,11 who concluded that
smaller bubbles were preferable over larger bubbles to mini-
mize optical losses. By contrast, our study demonstrated that
the bubble size had no effect on the photoelectrode absorptance
for a given projected surface area coverage fA. However, the
bubble projected surface area coverage in the study by Dor
et al.11 increased with increasing bubble size. Also, the authors
used a small photoelectrode (area ¼ 0.25 cm2) resulting in
optical losses from the edges of the photoelectrode. By contrast,
edge effects were negligible for the large photoelectrodes
simulated in our study and light scattered by one bubble
interacted with neighboring bubbles while keeping the pro-
jected area coverage constant; hence the discrepancies.
4.3. Normalized local absorptance A(x,y)/A0

Spatial variations in the local absorbed photon ux due to the
presence of bubbles can be visualized using the normalized
local absorptance map of A(x,y)/A0.

4.3.1. Effect of bubble contact angle qc. Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)
show respectively the side and top views of an upward-facing
photoelectrode exposed to normally incident collimated radia-
tion and featuring a gas bubble attached to its surface with
a contact angle qc. Fig. 8(b) also shows the x-axis, a centerline
CL, and three rings corresponding to (i) the bubble's projected
radius rp ¼ dp/2, (ii) the contact radius rc of the bubble covering
the photoelectrode such that rc ¼ dc/2, and (iii) the radius rt of
the circle outside which total internal reection occurs on the
bubble, given by rt ¼ rp sin(180� � qcr) where qcr is given by eqn
(8). The interaction of the incident photons with interfaces
identied by these three rings inuenced the spatial distribu-
tion of absorbed light intensity in the photoelectrode.

Fig. 8 shows the normalized local absorptance maps for
bubble contact angle (c) qc ¼ 30�, (d) qc ¼ 60�, (e) qc ¼ 90�, and
(f) qc ¼ 150� and projected surface area coverage fA ¼ 40%. As
a reference, the normalized local absorptance for a bare pho-
toelectrode submerged in the electrolyte was A(x,y)/A0 ¼ 1.
Outside the projected bubble radius rp, A(x,y)/A0 was larger than
1.0 for bubbles with qc < qcr (optical Regimes 1 and 2) due to
light concentration aer scattering by the bubbles. The thick-
ness of this concentration region shrank as qc increased since
the photons traveled relatively shorter distance to reach the
photoelectrode surface aer total internal reection at the
Sustainable Energy Fuels
surface of one or more bubbles. The concentration region
eventually disappeared for qc > qcr when total internal reection
was absent. Inside the disk such that r < rp, the ratio A(x,y)/A0
was less than unity and its spatial variation for different contact
angles qc can be explained by considering the differences in
optics brought about by the change in the relative positions of
the rings of radii rt, rc, and rp as well as by the changing bubble
contact angle. Fig. 8(c) shows the results for bubble contact
angle qc ¼ 30�, where the contact radius rc was smaller than the
radius rt of the circle outside which total internal reection
prevailed since qc < 180� � qcr. Most of the incident photons in
the annular region rt # r # rp were totally internally reected at
the electrolyte/bubble interface while those inside the disk of
radius rt were mostly refracted towards the photoelectrode
surface. The photons reaching the photoelectrode surface
encountered the bubble/photoelectrode interface inside the
disk of radius rc, leading to A(x,y)/A0 < 1 due to reection caused
by the large refractive index mismatch between the bubble(s)
and the photoelectrode. Outside rc, the photons encountered
the electrolyte/photoelectrode interface, where A(x,y)/A0 < 1 in
the annular region rc # r # rp due to reduced local photon ux
as compared to a bare photoelectrode owing to scattering by the
bubbles. Finally, as previously discussed, light concentrated
outside the projected bubble radius such that A(x,y)/A0 > 1 for r
$ rp. These results were typical for contact angles in the range
0# qc# 180� � qcr, since the relative positions of the three rings
remained the same i.e., rc < rt < rp. Fig. 8(d) corresponds to qc ¼
60�, where the radius of the contact circle rc was greater than the
radius rt since qc > 180� � qcr. Most of the photons incident in
the region r < rt were refracted and got reected at the bubble/
photoelectrode interface resulting in normalized local absorp-
tance A(x,y)/A0 < 1. In the annular region rt # r # rp, A(x,y)/A0
remained less than unity due to reduced local photon ux owing
to total internal reection. These results were representative of
contact angles in the range 180� � qcr# qc# 90�. Fig. 8(e) shows
the results for contact angle qc ¼ 90�. Here, the contact and
projected bubble radii were equal, i.e., rc ¼ rp but rc was larger
than rt, the radius for total internal reection at the bubble
surface. Thus, in the region r < rp, all refracted photons reached
the bubble/photoelectrode interface where reection due to
high refractive index mismatch led to A(x,y)/A0 < 1. In the
annular region rt # r# rp, A(x,y)/A0 decreased further due to the
reduction in the local photon ux owing to total internal
reection. These results were typical of contact angles in the
optical Regime 2 i.e., 90� # qc # qcr as discussed earlier. Finally,
Fig. 8(f) shows that for contact angle qc ¼ 150�, the local photon
ux was nearly uniform because total internal reection did not
occur at the electrolyte/bubble interface, since qc > qcr. Here
also, rc ¼ rp and A(x,y)/A0 was smaller than 1 for r < rc due to
reection at the bubble/photoelectrode interface. The photons
incident outside rc reached the electrolyte/photoelectrode
interface leading to A(x,y)/A0 ¼ 1. These results were represen-
tative of all contact angles qc > qcr corresponding to the optical
Regime 3.

Overall, the results establish that the presence of bubbles
caused signicant local variation in the absorbed photon ux in
the photoelectrode. This variation inside and outside the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 8 (a) Side view of a photoelectrode coveredwith a bubble. (b) Top view of the photoelectrode surface, showing the x-axis, the centerline CL,
and the three rings of radii rt, rc, and rp. Spatial variation of the normalized local absorptance A(x,y)/A0 for contact angle (c) qc ¼ 30�, (d) qc ¼ 60�,
(e) qc¼ 90�, and (f) qc¼ 150� at projected surface area coverage fA¼ 40% and for projected surface area coverages (g) fA¼ 20%, (h) fA¼ 40%, (i) fA
¼ 60%, and (j) fA ¼ 78.5% at contact angle qc ¼ 60�.
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projected footprint of the bubble was explained by analyzing the
different optical phenomena occurring for different bubble
contact angles and contact surface area coverages. The absor-
bed photon ux was concentrated in the rim of the bubble
outside the projected radius rp, while inside, it was always less
than that in a bare photoelectrode. The results also indicate that
even though hydrophilic surfaces should be preferred to mini-
mize the optical losses, the bubbles generated on such surfaces
can scatter the photons far from their incident location. This
could potentially be an issue when conducting experiments
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
with small (mm-scale) photoelectrodes due to photons being
totally internally reected away from the photoelectrode. Then,
the optical losses will be larger than those predicted in this
study.

4.3.2. Effect of bubble projected surface area coverage fA.
Fig. 8 also presents the normalized local absorptance maps
A(x,y)/A0 for projected surface area coverage fA equal to (g) 20%,
(h) 40%, (i) 60%, and (j) 78.5% for contact angle qc ¼ 60�. It
indicates that A(x,y)/A0 became increasingly concentrated (up to
a factor of 2) outside the projected footprint of the bubble as fA
Sustainable Energy Fuels
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Fig. 9 Normalized local absorptance A(x,y)/A0 along the centerline of
a bubble as a function of normalized location x/rp for (a) different
contact angles qc with projected surface area coverage fA ¼ 40% and
(b) different projected surface area coverages fA with contact angle qc
¼ 60�.
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increased due to total internal reection and the increased
proximity of the bubbles [see Fig. 6(b)]. Such high local
concentration of incident radiation due to scattering from
bubbles can lead to corrosion of the photoelectrode, thereby
reducing its lifetime.32 Inside the projected footprint of the
bubble, the spatial variation of A(x,y)/A0 can be explained with
the help of rings of radii rc, rt, and rp, as discussed earlier for qc
¼ 60� and fA ¼ 40% [Fig. 8(d)]. Overall, A(x,y)/A0 increased at all
locations inside the projected footprint of the bubble as fA
increased due to scattered photons from neighboring bubbles
ultimately reaching the bubble/photoelectrode interface.

4.3.3. Comparison of normalized local absorptance. Fig. 9
plots the normalized local absorptance A(x,y)/A0 as a function of
the normalized location of the center of the bins x/rp along the
centerline CL of the bubble [see Fig. 8(a)] for (a) contact angles
qc ¼ 30�, 60�, 90�, and 150� with projected surface area coverage
fA ¼ 40% and for (b) projected surface area coverages fA ¼ 20%,
40%, 60% and 78.5% with contact angle qc ¼ 60�. Fig. 9(a)
shows that for qc ¼ 30�, 60�, and 90�, the presence of the
bubbles concentrated the local absorptance up to 1.5 times in
a region outside the bubble projected diameter. Inside, A(x,y)/A0
decreased sharply to �0.4 and was nearly identical for all
contact angles considered. However, no such concentration or
sharp drop-off was observed for qc ¼ 150� due to the absence of
total internal reection. Similarly, Fig. 9(b) compares the
magnitude of normalized local absorptance A(x,y)/A0 for
different values of fA. Here, the projected bubble radius rp
increased with increasing fA for the same dimensions of the
photoelectrode surface. Fig. 9(b) shows that the magnitude of
A(x,y)/A0 increased with fA both inside and outside the projected
footprint of the bubble, as discussed earlier for Fig. 8(g)–(j).
Note that the spikes observed in the plots were due to the small
local variation in the number of incident photons due to
random incident locations generated in the Monte Carlo ray-
tracing simulations.

4.3.4. Comparison of absorption inside and outside bubble
contact surface area. Fig. 10 plots the fraction of incident
radiation reected and absorbed inside or outside the bubble
contact surface area as a function of bubble contact angle for
different projected surface area coverages (a) fA ¼ 20%, (b) fA ¼
40%, (c) fA¼ 60%, and (d) fA¼ 78.5%. Fig. 10 shows that most of
the absorption still took place in the photoelectrode area in
contact with the electrolyte even for high projected area
coverage fA, provided the contact angle was small. Thus,
hydrophilic photoelectrodes with small bubble contact angle
are preferable since they ensure that most of the photoelectrode
surface area remains in contact with the electrolyte so that the
generated charge carriers participate in the water splitting
reaction. However, for large projected area coverage fA, as the
contact angle increased, the amount of absorption inside the
bubble contact surface area exceeded that outside it. Such
a situation is undesirable since most of the generated charge
carriers may not be able to participate in the water splitting
reaction in the absence of semiconductor–liquid junction. The
results presented in Fig. 10 also have implications in selecting
a suitable anti-reective coating for the photoelectrode surface.
Indeed, if the projected surface area coverage and the bubble
Sustainable Energy Fuels
contact angle are large, it is appropriate to choose an anti-
reective coating aimed at reducing the reectance of the
bubble/photoelectrode interface rather than that of the
electrolyte/photoelectrode interface, since most of the photons
are absorbed inside the bubble contact surface area. For
example, at fA ¼ 78.5% and contact angle qc ¼ 90�, the contact
surface area coverage fS ¼ fA and most of the incident photons
encounter the bubble/photoelectrode interface. However, for
a hydrophilic photoelectrode surface, the bubble contact
surface area is small, and the anti-reective coating should then
be chosen to reduce the reectance of the electrolyte/
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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Fig. 10 Fractions of the incident radiation reflected and absorbed inside or outside the bubble contact surface area as functions of contact angle
qc for projected surface area coverages (a) fA ¼ 20%, (b) fA ¼ 40%, (c) fA ¼ 60%, and (d) fA ¼ 78.5%.
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photoelectrode interface only. For example, in the case of Si
photoelectrodes considered in this study, a �150 nm thick
titania lm could serve as an anti-reective coating, as
demonstrated experimentally in ref. 33 and 34. In fact, Seger
et al.34 reported an increase of around 15% in the saturation
photocurrent density owing to the antireective properties of
titania. In addition, titania coatings exhibit photoinduced
hydrophilicity35 and also act as a protection layer for the
photoelectrode.20,33,34

5. Conclusion

This paper presented a comprehensive study to assess and
quantify the optical losses caused by the presence of non-
absorbing cap-shaped gas bubbles on a large horizontal Si
photoelectrode immersed in an aqueous electrolyte. The Monte
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
Carlo ray-tracing method was utilized to predict (i) the normal
hemispherical reectance Rnh, (ii) the area-averaged absorp-
tance �A, and (iii) the local variations in the absorbed photon ux
A(x,y). The normal hemispherical reectance of a photo-
electrode without bubbles was used as a reference. It was
established that bubble diameter and polydispersity did not
have any signicant effect on the optical losses for a given
projected surface area coverage fA. However, the optical losses
depended on the contact angle and increased with fA. Three
different optical regimes were dened to explain the variation of
optical losses with bubble contact angle qc based on the inter-
play of total internal reection at the electrolyte/bubble inter-
face and reection at the bubble/photoelectrode interface.
Overall, a maximum of 18% loss in the area-averaged absorp-
tance was predicted in the photoelectrode covered with bubbles
of contact angle qc ¼ 120� and projected area coverage fA ¼
Sustainable Energy Fuels
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78.5%. Scattering by bubbles also caused substantial local
variation in the absorbed photon ux, with signicant light
concentration up to a factor 2 outside the projected footprint of
the bubble compared to a bare photoelectrode. The magnitude
of absorbed photon ux just outside the bubble projected
footprint was up to 4 times that inside. It was established that
photoelectrodes with hydrophilic materials or coatings should
be preferred to minimize the optical losses caused by the
presence of bubbles. However, in these conditions, the bubbles
signicantly redistributed the incident radiation on the photo-
electrode surface, which may lead to more optical losses when
performing experiments with small (mm-scale) photoelectrodes
due to losses from the edges. In addition, an anti-reective
coating aimed at minimizing the reectance of the electrolyte/
photoelectrode interface can further reduce the back-
scattering losses from the photoelectrode. However, at high
bubble coverages and high contact angles, it would be benecial
to use an anti-reective coating that minimizes the reectance
of the bubble/photoelectrode interface instead. Finally, high
bubble coverages not only increase the optical losses but also
the kinetic and ohmic losses. Therefore, convection in the
electrolyte and/or the use of surfactants can facilitate the
removal of bubbles.
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Abbreviation
A

Sustaina
Absorptance

�A
 Area-averaged absorptance

A(x,y)
 Local absorptance in a bin at location (x,y)

c
 Speed of light in vacuum (m s�1)

CL
 Centerline of the bubble

D
 Bubble diameter (mm)

dc
 Diameter of the contact circle (mm)

dp
 Projected diameter of bubble (mm)

dt
 Diameter of the circle outside which total internal

reection occurs (mm)

EQE
 External quantum efficiency

fA
 Projected surface area coverage (%)

fS
 Contact surface area coverage (%)

h
 Planck's constant (m2 kg s�1)

H
 Thickness of the photoelectrode (mm)

I
 Incident intensity (W m�2 s)

IQE
 Internal quantum efficiency
ble Energy Fuels
�Jph
 Area-averaged photocurrent density of a photoelectrode
(A m�2)
k
 Absorption index

L
 Length of the square photoelectrode (mm)

M
 Total number of bins in each axis

n
 Refractive index

Ni
 Number of incident photons on the photoelectrode

Na
 Number of absorbed photons in the photoelectrode

Na(x,y)
 Number of absorbed photons in a bin at location (x,y)

q
 Charge of an electron (C)

R
 Reectance

rc
 Radius of the contact circle (mm)

rp
 Projected radius of the circle (mm)

rt
 Radius of the circle outside which total internal

reection occurs (mm)
Greek symbols
l
 Wavelength of the incident radiation (nm)

r
 Interface reectance

qc
 Contact angle (�)

qcr
 Critical contact angle (�)
Subscripts
0

This journ
Bare photoelectrode

b
 Bubble

e
 Electrolyte

p
 Photoelectrode

nh
 Normal-hemispherical
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